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If two particles are “strongly correlated”, they are not independent of each other and any theoretical description has to take their interaction energy into account. For many-particle systems such as electrons in a metal this requires advanced many-body approaches. Today, many materials classes are known to host strongly correlated electrons, which manifests in a wealth of exotic – and frequently useful – properties, ranging from high-temperature superconductivity to colossal magnetoresistance. In this talk, I will discuss a materials class where the interaction strength is governed by the Kondo interaction between localized and itinerant electrons, making it highly tuneable by external parameters such as pressure or magnetic field. This allows to access various quantum phases, and transitions between them, with a single material, thereby enabling direct comparison with theory and thus advancing the understanding. Highlights of our recent research include the observation of singular charge fluctuations at a magnetic quantum critical point \cite{1}, a sequential electron localization transition in a spin-orbital coupled system \cite{2}, and the discovery of a Kondo-driven Weyl semimetal phase \cite{3}.
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